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H W I N D E N E R G Y F U T U R I B L E S 

I often wonder about whether ideas are modern or not. I think that originators, 

certain creators who choose for the playful side of their genius are always modern, 

because modernity always comes from the playful side of the spirit. Ben Okri, içp$ 

In this final chapter, we will speculate on the likely future of wind energy in California 

and Denmark on the basis of the theories and insights developed earlier. In particular, 

we will reflect on the likely implications that the principle of innovation pluralism 

would have for the development of (wind) energy in these states. 

The discussion on the future of wind energy innovation in section 11.2 is based on 

the dubious assumption that the political situation in Denmark will remain the same 

over the next decade. Over the last two decades, the stable political climate in Denmark 

created a fertile breeding ground for a long-term policy learning process across the 

established and cooperative coalition, which led to a pluralist wind energy innovation 

process. However the future is uncertain; competition is being introduced in the other 

Scandinavian countries, and is under discussion within the European Council. This 

means that it is doubtful whether the current social-liberal establishment alliance can 

further its contemporary cooperative policy learning process. If our assumption proves 

to be false, the forecast of the California situation in section 11.1 can serve as an insight

ful comparative example. With respect to Californian politics, it is assumed that the 

conservative establishment will continue to define the political climate in the near 

future. 

11.1 California's New Wave of Environmental Passion 

Despite its current dominance, the future of the new conservative establishment 

alliance is uncertain, as its political tenability will not only depend on whether the 

restructured electricity industry will be economically efficient, but also whether the free 

market is able to realize the goal of a more sustainable economic and social world. 

Social and environmental values are stressed by the public interest and communitarian 

coalitions. The arguments of these ideological coalitions are lacking in the current 

energy debate. From the perspective of political pluralism, these ideas form a necessary 

input for attaining the above goal. We will start our discussion with the public interest 

coalition and ask: What kind of strategy would be appropriate for this coalition to 

regain its sway? 

The existence of a sectarian and pragmatic segment presupposes at least two types of 

coalition behavior. In his perceptive book, Losing Ground, Dowie (1995: ch. 5) denotes 

the pragmatic strategy as third-wave environmentalism} The third-wavers believe in the 
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enlightened self-interest of America's private sector, and assert that the environmental 
argument needs to be translated into profits, productivity, and economic benefits for 
industry. This ideology, which clearly represents a flirt with libertarianism, has been 
dominant since the Reagan years. This non-adversarial stance creates a dilemma. While 
the combined attitude and ideology of the third-wave environmentalists enable them to 
join the free-market alliance, it also makes it doubtful whether their participation would 
make a lot of difference. Moreover, the sole existence of a common ground between the 
two has strengthened the argumentative power of the conservative establishment, and 
has thus played a part in isolating the public interest coalition. 

In principle, the sectarian wing seems to offer a more inspiring and less compro
mising way out, that is, to form an alliance with the dormant communitarian coalition. 
Namely, since direct access will bring the energy issue back to the local communities, 
the public interest coalition could campaign to get customers to buy green electricity. 
CEERT'S Jablonski favors the idea of moving away from intervening at the federal and 
state level, and states, "I like grassroots stuff, so I look forward to going out into a 
community and moving the environmental case on a local level".2 Taking a much 
broader perspective, Dowie (1995) even predicts such a grassroots revival sometime early 
in the twenty-first century. He speculates that this wave of environmental passion will 
be "democratic in origin, populist in style, [and] untrammeled by bureaucracy." (ibid. 

206-207) Moreover, this fourth wave of American environmentalism will encompass 
"many traits that characterized the American Revolution - dogged determination, 
radical inquiry, a rebellion against hegemony, and a quest for civil authority at the 
grassroots", {ibid.) Paradoxically, the grassroots strategy appears to face the same danger 
as the libertarian one. With its trust in personal choice and disregard of government 
involvement, it tends to drift away from the basic tenet of the public interest coalition, 
that is, to protect the public good itself. 

Still another form of coalition behavior can be envisioned that has a European social-
democratic tinge to it, and would lead to a broad alliance made up of the public interest 
and the libertarian coalition. This would breathe new life into the dismantled regulated 
competition alliance. It would support efforts to make the market for electric gener
ation more competitive, but would add the proviso that competition itself is not the 
goal, backing the approach of the grassroots, but not as the main strategy. It would 
impose minimum standards, and encourage companies and consumers to go beyond 
those standards. From the perspective ofthat alliance, the political defeat of the renew
able energy portfolio standard was clearly a lost opportunity. 

Our study shows that in the current California situation such an alliance lacks 
support. The opposite is the case. The libertarian and corporate capitalist alliance favor 
what Weinberg and Hamrin call, the 'market-machismo' scenario. This says "What we 
really want is cheap electricity. We care less about the environment. All this global 
climate change is just a bunch of scientist's pipe dream that want research money. What 
we really want, and what really is good for everybody is to have cheap electricity. 
Therefore we ought to move to a very market-driven, price-driven, short-term price-
outlook market, which is the spot market."3 

Weinberg argues that this scenario will usher in a difficult period for renewables and 
energy efficiency. Together with Hamrin, he also offers a different scenario, the so-
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called 'eco-quake' scenario. "That is when all of a sudden everyone wakes up and finds 
out 'Oh my God. All of these effects of fossil fuels that we thought were phony are 
really true. All these hurricanes all over the world, are really caused by global climate 
change mechanisms.' Lots of pollutants turn up in the air and the water, and every
where, and they say 'We have got to go to energy efficiency and renewables, and we 
don't care what it costs. Just give us all the wind power you can get."4 This scenario 
looks at long-term life cycle cost analysis, puts value on risk and diversity. Weinberg 
predicts that eventually the two scenarios will merge, but wonders "How, in the strange 
politics of the United States, is all of this going to work out?" 

Although the above analysis does not serve as a crystal ball, it might offer a handle to 
address this question. Three strategies were uncovered that were open to the public 
interest coalition in its search for a balance between economic, and environmental and 
social aspects. Since each one of the strategies possesses its own fundamental flaw, a 
combined diverse strategic approach seems to be necessary. For this, the third-wave 
environmentalists need to acknowledge the tension that exists between the means they 
propose and the ends they want to meet. Moreover, a grassroots revival seems to be an 
indispensable ingredient. This time not, as in the 1970s, to undermine the position of 
the liberal establishment, but to balance it with that of the conservative establishment. 
This would restrengthen the power base of the public interest coalition and ultimately 
help in moving toward an electricity system that is clean, secure and reliable, safe, 
economic, and robust.5 

11.2 Denmark 's Power of Openness 

Renewable energy was tolerated as long as it did not 'bother' the established system 

within the energy field. But now we have reached the point where an unconditional: 

'Yes please!' is required. Ejvin Beuse (OVE), 19Ç3 

The analysis reveals that the centralization-decentralization controversy has played a 
minor role within the above learning process. On the one hand, the pragmatic side of 
the established coalition tolerated the decentralized development path.6 The decentral
ization of control has never been seriously considered, and the decentralized path has 
been kept carefully in check through imposing siting and consumption criteria, and 
through creaming off the profitability of private wind turbines. Through close monitor
ing, the private development was kept large enough to create a home market for the 
industry, and small enough not to endanger central planning. On the other hand, the 
pragmatic wing of the cooperative coalition accepted the utilities' involvement in wind 
energy for environmental reasons. As a result, both paths have encountered broad 
support. This 'peaceful' coexistence, however, is threatened by the wish to further 
expand the use of wind power in Denmark. 

One option to avoid such a conflict is to release the utilities from the obligation to 
fulfil the ioo-MW agreement. To still fulfil the goal of 1,500 MW of installed wind 
power capacity in the year 2005 the sectarians within the cooperative coalition suggest 
replacing old small private windmills at windy sites with larger modern wind turbines 
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(Energystyrelsen 1993). The short-term potential of this option, however, is only of the 
magnitude of the IOO-MW agreement (Madsen and Bjerre 1993). Although the replace
ment option could displace the contribution of the utilities, it is obviously not enough 
to reach the total Energy 2000 objective. Besides, under the current Wind Turbine Law 
it would be almost impossible for existing wind turbine cooperatives to find enough 
members to buy a large (250-1000 kW) wind turbine. 

Utility-owned offshore wind turbine parks represent a second option. In that case, 
the involvement of local governments is not needed, and public resistance against large-
scale wind projects can be bypassed by minimizing the visual impact of offshore wind 
turbine parks as seen from the Danish coast (Energistyrelsen 1994). The political 
viability of this option depends on the potential techno-economical improvement of 
wind turbine technology and on achieving a better insight in a range of environmental 
issues, among these the effects on birds. 

Apart from the above two one-sided courses, some proposals try to go beyond the 
centralization-decentralization problem. These pragmatic approaches are based on the 
belief that physical planning should be a local affair, and emphasize that the attainment 
of national goals should depend on the voluntary cooperation of local people or govern
ments. Tage Drsebye puts the question like this: "How to otganize the large-scale 
development of wind energy while preserving public participation?"7 

Establishing projects in cooperation with wind turbine cooperatives is a method that 
has been pioneered by NESA A/S since 1988 (Morup-Petersen and Pedersen 1992). The 
largest electricity distribution company in Denmark is responsible for implementing a 
part of the IOO-MW agreement. The North Zealand company, however, encountered 
siting problems within its densely populated service area, in which the wind energy 
resources are below the Danish average. When in 1988, a project from a wind turbine 
cooperative to install three wind turbines threatened to be reduced to two machines for 
lack of public interest, NESA joined in to buy the third one. Since then, several success
ful joint ventures have been initiated.8 While this strategy postpones the above ques
tion, it does not provide an answer to it. Namely, considering that the utilities want to 
use the most cost-effective wind energy technology in their wind farms, and that the 
contribution of wind turbine cooperatives to joint projects is limited by the consump
tion and siting criteria in combination with its organizational capacity to find new 
members, it becomes evident that public participation will diminish in absolute terms 
as the use of megawatt-size machines becomes normal.9 

It follows that the siting and consumption criteria present the principal bottleneck. 
Theit abolishment would imply major changes. It would tequire the established 
coalition's support for widespread private decentralized electricity production, thereby 
renouncing the utilities' monopoly position. Giving up those criteria would also 
represent a major challenge to the cooperative coalition. Abandoning the consumption 
limit runs counter to their wish to link the production of electricity to the demand. 
Letting go of the principle of local attachment flies in the face of their 'criterion of 
proximity', which implies that "all social tasks should be carried out as closely as 
possible to the individual citizen". (Meyer, Petersen and Sorensen 1981: 64) Since both 
coalitions abhor uncontrolled, speculative development, abandoning a connection 
between consumption and production seems not to be debatable at this moment. 
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Loosening this criterion as well as relaxing the requirement that cooperative wind 
turbines should be locally owned present realistic propositions that give room to the 
development of wind energy in Denmark in the short term. 

This route is strongly promoted by the Association of Danish Wind Turbine 
Owners (DV) and the wind turbine industry (FDV), and has already been taken. Since 
the beginning of 1997, siting and production criteria have been liberalized to a certain 
degree.10 To continue along this road seems to be a logical strategy. A gradual loosening 
up of the siting criteria will eventually give 'local' wind turbine cooperatives the possi
bility to recruit members all over Denmark. In case the public is interested in wind 
energy, such regional, large-scale cooperatives would get enough play to set up large 
wind projects, even off-shore. This could be done either in cooperation with the 
utilities, or without their support. 

From a techno-economic point of view such a development seems to be logical and 
effective. Namely, since the early 1970s, techno-economic innovation in the wind 
energy field has been directed at increasing the size of wind turbines. This is guided by 
the belief that large wind turbines are more economic than smaller ones. As we saw, this 
techno-economic development threatens to undermine the role played by wind energy 
cooperatives. Consequently, it undermines the current pluralist character of wind 
energy innovation in Denmark. Expanding the size of the current cooperatives may 
preserve cooperative ownership of wind power plants (both on and offshore). This 
strategy would level the techno-economic playing field of the two political coalitions, 
which seems to be an essential precondition for influencing the political debate. In this 
way, the political pluralism or democratic legitimacy of the development of wind 
energy may be maintained. 

Nevertheless, even such a pluralistic or democratically legitimate development faces 
several dilemmas. It is questionable that the established coalition could agree on such a 
development since it thwarts their monopoly position. Paradoxically, increases in scale 
also impose problems on the cooperative coalition, for they would compel wind turbine 
cooperatives to transform themselves into more professional consumer organizations. 
The involvement of technical experts usually means a more passive role for ordinary 
people, which would be at odds with the coalition's belief in the leading 'folkelig 

element.' 

Two strategies may cope with this dilemma. The pragmatic side of the cooperative 
coalition will probably try to maintain the role of cooperatives within the large-scale 
utilization of wind energy. In this option, wind turbine cooperatives seem to have no 
other choice than to institutionalize the 'wind energy' cooperative movement, similar to 
the way the agricultural cooperative movement was institutionalized a hundred years 
ago." The big challenge in this option is to find the proper organizational form for 
cooperation between experts and lay people. The cooperative view gives important clues 
towards productive collaboration: first, the adage "The best weapon against the power 
of experts is openness," {ibid. 174) and second the idea that "the professional classes 
should be advising, not making the decisions." {ibid. 69) 

A second possible option is less straightforward and will find most of its adherents 
among the sectarians of the cooperative coalition. Their philosophy goes back to the 
original plan of a decentralized electricity system. In this view, local cooperatives possess 
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their own hybrid, decentralized electricity production system, consisting of solar 
heaters, biomass installations and small wind turbines, totally detached from the central 
grid. Since such a development might only be possible in a technical sense, but still far 
too expensive, many people may see this option as far-fetched. Nevertheless, the notion 
of innovation pluralism means precisely that the development of small-scale stand-alone 
wind turbines should be boosted in order to open up this political option by making it 
a techno-economically viable and realistic one. 

In fact, on a very small scale, this is happening in Denmark. Since its establishment 
in 1983, the People's Center for Renewable Energy {Folkecenter for Vedvarende Energî) 

in NorthWest Jutland has tried to keep the option of local electricity production alive 
by focusing on the technical improvement of small wind turbines. The fact that this 
work receives funding from the Danish government, and the fact that the Riso Research 
Center has recently increased its interest in small wind turbines12 appears to show that 
innovation pluralism in the field of wind energy is in good Danish hands. 


